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Use these useful tips and Start Saving Your Money Now! Get Debt Free for Good!This book

contains proven steps and strategies on how to efficiently manage your money.It does not matter if

you earn a million dollars a month. If you do not know how to manage your money, you will lose it

all. Without budgeting, your money will always be in danger of being spent on whimsical

purchases.This book teaches the basics of budgeting that should have been taught to us all in

schools. It also touches on the topic of investing your money to make it grow. We start with your

goals for budgeting and saving money. We then discuss the strategies and tools that you will need

to create and implement a sustainable plan. If you follow the tips in this book, you will reach your

financial goals fast through budgeting. You may even become a millionaire. Buy this Kindle Book

For $2,99 Today!
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How to manage your money when you don't have any is the perfect little nugget of information on

how to get your spending and budget under your control. At only 23 managing my spending is a

very big deal now as I have new expenses not before included in my budget. John R. Cox has



found a humorous and insightful way to guide those in a financial bind into slowly and surely

stabilizing their financial future with no gimmicks or get rich quick schemes.

This book was such an easy read. I have known how to budget for a decade, but I learned so much

from reading it. I really had no idea there were three ways to budget! I've always just used the

zero-sum method, but now I can't wait to try one of the other methods out. The author is very

encouraging and believes that anyone can budget, even if they don't think they can. It all starts with

your mindset, and I agree with the author that before you budget you must be positive about it.

I enjoy taking care of myself by knowing what I can and cannot afford. Budgeting or financial

planning has been one of the greatest things I have done this year. I committed to having a budget

since day 1 of 2016 and because of it I know my number well. I know how much I can spend on

essentials and non-essential. Great book with the right message.

Great book to get started on my new year financial resolutions! Follow the "action steps" and get

started! Like the title states, it's for beginners so if you're looking for more advanced techniques you

won't find them here but if you're like me and just need to know where to start, this is a great choice!

Wow! Very informative and extremely helpful book! If you are worried about your financial problems,

or even of you feel that you are already good at managing your money but would like to be even

better, you will want to read this book. Most people know how important it is to manage their money

wisely.

I was amazed by the content of this book. But it turns out to be, I found some wrong spellings and

quite a grammatical error. Although it was minimal, it was still noticeable. But talking about its

content, it was definitely informative.

As someone who has always been overwhelmed by the concept of creating a detailed budget,

"Budgeting" has been a wonderful resource for me to feel empowered when it comes to taking

control of my finances. John does a fantastic job of breaking down the process of creating a budget

in a step-by-step format that is easy to follow, even for those like myself who aren't familiar with

most financial terms.



This book walks you through the fundamentals of creating and keeping a budget. Creating a budget

may seem somewhat elementary, but few people do it or do it well. Creating and keeping a budget

is essential to good financial health in both the present and the future. So while the book might

cover some basic ideas, they are important to know and implement. The author covers why its

important to have a budget and a lot more.
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